
Creating a Practice Plan

Goals:

1. Fun ( Make them want to come back to the next PRACTICE)
2. Compete
3. Repetitions, ( touches)
4. Adversity, have them use there minds and allow them to fail and

learn from it
5. SWEATTY HEADS AND SMILING FACES!!

Keys:

1. Use your practice time efficiently; get as much activity as possible
in the allotted time!

2. ALL PRACTICES SHOULD BE SKILL SESSIONS!!!
3. Station work is critical ( half of the stations should be a

competitive or fun drill)
4. Drills or games should be 10 minutes maximum, keep them

moving and guessing what is next
5. Do not be afraid to run the same stations 2 or 3 practices in a row

and then change it up
6. Teach Through small games, have a concept or a goal in mind
7. Teach in a progression based on the skill level of your players
8. BE PREPARED TAKE THE EXTRA TIME OFF THE ICE TO

MAKE SURE THE ON ICE PORTIION RUNS SMOOTHLY!
9. Bring passion and excitement to the rink, if you are having fun

the kids will have fun!
10. HEAD COACHES USE YOUR COACHES LET THEM TEACH

AND BE INVOLVED!!



Concepts Rather Than Systems

Mites

1. PLAY TO LEARN!!
2. Fun, Fun, Fun, MAKE SURE THEY WANT TO CONTINUE TO

PLAY HOCKEY
3. Teach very basic concepts of skills but allow the players to figure

something's out for themselves
4. Individual skills, rather than team skills
5. Compete, have the kids battle
6. Good practice habits, pace and execution
7. BUILD THE BASE( passion & Energy)
8. They will fail and they should feel safe in doing so

Little Things:
1. 1hand on the stick unless shooting, passing, receiving a pass or

battling for possession
2. First touch, get to the puck and possess it
3. Do not worry about positional play, BUILD THE BASE
4. Play without the puck, be involved
5. Agility, balance, ATHLETICISM



Concepts Rather Than Systems

Squirts:

1. CONTINUE PLAY TO LEARN
2. Fun, Fun, Fun Build their passion
3. Individual Skills at a faster pace
4. Teach proper skills, skating, passing, shooting, stick handling! fine

tune what they learned in mites
5. Ton's of skill repetition (critical age in acquiring skills)
6. Battle, Battle, Battle, ( COMPETE)

Little Things:

1. Support/ both offensively and defensively
2. Do not turn your back to the puck
3. Beat opponents to the spots
4. Head up/ take a look!! (stick handling, shooting, passing)
5. They will fail /teach them the right way, but still allow them to

make decisions for themselves
6. Positional play should be defined as SUPPORT / Do not cover a

spot on the ice be a part of the play
7. Talk with each other(communicate)



Concepts Rather Than Systems

Pee-wees & Up: LEARN TO PLA Y
D-Zone: (Defensive Concepts)

1. Play from the middle out/ cut the rink in half
2. Man on Man with support/ three men low two up top
3. Out number opponent around the puck
4. Do not let the puck carrier get on the wrong side of you
5. Do not get beat back to the middle(slot)
6. Take away shooting lanes with your body and passing lanes with

your stick
7. First touch on all loose pucks
8. Stay loose in the slot do not get tied up away from the puck
9. If trouble then collapse high to low and to the middle
10. Off the puck in support always assess who is more dangerous

Neutral Zone:

1. Back check through the middle
2. D men good gap play your blue-line aggressively
3. Play from the middle out/ cut the rink in half
4. Do not turn your back to the puck
S. Support the puck quickly and transition quickly
6. Attack the offensive blue-line with pace and numbers
7. Try to 2 on 1 opposing team on the attack
8. Do not be afraid to pass to an areal try not to pass through an

opponent
9. Put the puck behind opposing players
10. Change the point of attack, use the weak side if the strong side is

not open



Concepts Rather Than Systems

Offensive Zone:

1. Attack the zone with speed and drive the net from the middle
2. Put the puck in behind the defender either by skating it or

chipping it
3. Support the puck in the slot, on the strong side
4. Point shots, get the puck past the first guy
5. Find open ice and take it with pace
6. Do not force the puck to the point or the slot
7. FIRST TOUCH
8. Off the puck always be an option and ready to shoot
9. Outnumber the opponent around the puck
10. Second chance opportunities

Special teams:

Power Play:

1. OUTWORK THE PENALTY KILL
2. Support the puck
3. Second chance opportunities
4. Have a net front presence of some type
5. Change the point of attack strong to weak-side
6. Get shots to the net front
7. Off the puck be an option and ready to shoot
8. First Touch (GET THE PUCK/KEEP THE PUCK)



Concepts Rather Than Systems

Penalty kill:

1. Play from the middle out
2. Do not finish your checks
3. Get the puck out when you get the chance
4. FIRST TOUCH
5. Sticks in passing lanes bodies in shooting lanes
6. Do not leave your feet if possible
7. Hold the blue-line if possible
8. Weak-side D cheat back for Dump-ins
9. Collapse low and to the middle
10. Do not get tied up in the slotl stay loose

Face-offs:

1. Get possession of the puck
2. It is 3 to 4 guys helping to win possession not just the center
3. Have a plan or an idea of where the puck is going to go
4. Centers cheat as much as is allowedl read the other center
5. Face up ice not sideways on the hash marks
6. Defensively assume you are going to loose the draw and get a

jumpl middle out
7. Block off and buy time for your team to make a play
8. Beat people to spots do not reach
9. Anticipate the drop by watching the refs hand, get a jump on your

opponent
10. Do not stand right on top of your opponent I stay loose



Concepts Rather Than Systems

Odd Man Situations:
IvI
Defensively

1. Good gap/ too much open ice is not good
2. Inside shoulder with opposing players outside shoulder
3. Stick on the ice taking away the middle
4. Force the attacking player to initiate contact do not lunge
5. Play from the middle out/ keep him to the outside
6. Stick to stick! body on body-do not fish for the puck
7. With good foot work-JUST GET IN THE WAY

Offensively

1. Attack with pace/ change of pace
2. Find open ice/ do not skate into defender
3. Get on the other side of the defender
4. If defender fades take the middle or shoot using the defender as a

screen
5. Make the defender move/ do not go straight at the defender
6. If the defender closes gap do not do his job for him by skating into

him, find open ice/ speed to the outside or put the puck in behind
him

7. Possession of the puck is critical-take it seriously do not just give
it away

8. Never be afraid to shoot!!!!! But get the best shot possible/ the
closer to the middle the better the shot

9. Finish at the net front
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Concepts Rather Than Systems

2vl

Defensively

1. Play from the middle/ own the middle of the rink
2. Ask yourself "who is more dangerous"
3. Stick in the passing lane
4. Force a bad angle shot or a bad late pass
5. Force puck carrier to the outside
6. Protect the goalies back door
7. Do not back into your goaltender
8. Try not to leave your feet
9. Do not make the first move/
10. Read the play/ read the puck carriers eyes

Offensively

1. Get puck to the middle/ own the middle
2. Do not allow the defender to dictate the shot or the play
3. Pace/ do not allow back checkers back into the play
4. If you are going to pass do not force it and make the play early
5. Off the puck be ready to shoot
6. A good angle shot is never a bad play
7. If you shoot/ HIT THE NET/ second chance opportunities
8. Finish at the net front
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Defensively

1. Strong side D has a 2vl weak side D has a 1vl
2. Weak side D is always a step deeper and to the middle supporting

his partner
3. Good gap do not give up ice
4. Protect the middle/ keep the puck to the outside
5. D partners communicate with each other who has what and who
6. Keep sticks on the ice and take away shooting and passing lanes
7. Buy time for teammates to get back into the play
8. Force a bad pass or a bad angle shot
9. Protect the goaltenders back door

Offensively

1. Middle forward Drive the net/ bring the weak side D with you to
open up the middle

2. Weak side foreword come across to the middle to support the
puck

3. If D goes with middle forward then get the puck to the middle/ if
he stays high then put the puck to the net front

4. Do not settle for a forced pass or bad angle shot
S. If you shoot HIT THE NET
6. If you are going to pass make the play early in open ice
7. Attack with pace/ create open space
8. Finish at the net front


